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ABSTRACT: Molecular cluster ions H+(H2O)n, H+(pyridine)(H2O)n,
H+(pyridine)2(H2O)n, and H+(NH3)(pyridine)(H2O)n (n = 16−27) and
their reactions with ammonia have been studied experimentally using a
quadrupole-time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Abundance spectra, evapo-
ration spectra, and reaction branching ratios display magic numbers for
H+(NH3)(pyridine)(H2O)n and H+(NH3)(pyridine)2(H2O)n at n = 18, 20,
and 27. The reactions between H+(pyridine)m(H2O)n and ammonia all
seem to involve intracluster proton transfer to ammonia, thus giving clusters
of high stability as evident from the loss of several water molecules from the
reacting cluster. The pattern of the observed magic numbers suggest that
H+(NH3)(pyridine)(H2O)n have structures consisting of a NH4

+(H2O)n
core with the pyridine molecule hydrogen-bonded to the surface of the core.
This is consistent with the results of high-level ab initio calculations of small
protonated pyridine/ammonia/water clusters.

■ INTRODUCTION
Kinetic models1 predict protonated water clusters containing
ammonia and pyridine to be present in the troposphere at
concentrations of ∼102 cm−3. Such clusters are conveniently
produced in the laboratory by electrospray ionization2,3 but
have, to this date, not been identified in ground-based field
measurements. However, isolated protonated amines, such as
ammonia, pyridine, lutidine, and picoline, have all been
observed in atmospheric mass spectrometry measurements,4−8

but it remains unclear if these protonated amines originate
from water clusters that have undergone complete water loss
prior to detection or if they exist in the free form in the
troposphere.
Protonated water clusters containing amines are also of

interest from a fundamental point of view. In the isolated gas
phase, the basicity of a given compound is described by its
proton affinity (PA); in aqueous solution, it is described by the
pKB value, and the intrinsic basicity is severely moderated by
the complex interactions between the molecule and a large
number of surrounding water molecules.9−12 Valuable insights
into the solvent effects can be obtained by studying water
clusters of the compound. In particular, the interactions
between the molecule and water can be studied as a function

of cluster size by the controlled step-by-step addition of single
water molecules.
In 1973, Lin was the first to observe that, for protonated

water clusters, H+(H2O)n, some cluster sizes, in particular n =
21, are significantly more abundant than their nearest
neighbors, n = 19, 20, 22, 23.13 Kassner and Hagen described
such values of n as ″magic numbers″ in analogy with the term
used in nuclear physics.14 The underlying thermodynamic
stabilization factors are still under discussion. In the case of
H+(H2O)21, it was suggested by Kassner and Hagen that the
stabilization is due to an energetically favorable molecular
arrangement consisting of a network of 20 water molecules
forming a dodecahedral sphere enclosing a hydronium ion.
More recently, computational evidence has modified this view,
supporting a distorted dodecahedron structure with the proton
embedded in the surface rather than being in the interior,15,16 a
point of view that is supported by the observation of distinct IR
spectral features.17−19 Temperature and entropy factors
steering the detailed water evaporation dynamics are also
known to be significant in determining cluster structure.20
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We have recently studied water clusters containing ammonia
and water clusters containing pyridine,2,3 demonstrating size-
dependent hydron (H/D) exchange upon reaction with heavy
water. In this article, we present new experimental and
computational results with the aim of better understanding
the structure of these clusters in relation to the well-described
water clusters. Our primary goal was to obtain information on
the localization of the excess proton and the nitrogen
containing molecules within the clusters.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The experiments were performed applying a modified quadru-
pole-time-of-flight mass spectrometer (QTOF 2, Micromass/
Waters, Manchester UK). The cluster ions were produced from
aqueous solutions at atmospheric pressure by electrospray
ionization (ESI), and thereafter entered the high vacuum part
of the instrument. Three solutions were used: 2.5 mM pyridine
for producing H+(H2O)n and H+(pyridine)m(H2O)n ions, 1.54
M NH3 for producing H

+(NH3)2(H2O)n ions, and a mixture of
2.5 mM pyridine and 30 mM NH3 for producing
H+(pyridine)m(H2O)n and H+(NH3)(pyridine)m(H2O)n ions.
For abundance spectra, the quadrupole was operated in RF-
only mode prior to detection. The QTOF operating parameters
(the electrospray voltage, gas flows, and the kinetic energy of
the ions passing the collision cell) were varied to produce a
cluster distribution with high abundance in the region of
interest. For reactivity studies, the quadrupole mass filter (set to
better than unit resolution) allowed for selection of single-sized
clusters based on their mass-to-charge ratio m/z. Downstream
from the quadrupole mass filter the size-selected clusters
entered the collision cell, where they were brought to interact
with gas phase ammonia at center-of-mass (COM) energies of
8 kJ mol−1 (0.085 eV). The reaction products were analyzed
using a reflectron time-of-flight (TOF) mass analyzer with a
resolution, m/Δm, of about 5000 (full-width-half-height). The
ammonia was introduced into the collision cell through an
ultra-high vacuum leak-valve. In order to ensure approximately
single collision conditions, the ammonia pressure was adjusted
to result in ≤10% ion−neutral collisions, which corresponded
to an ammonia pressure of about 10−5 mbar. Reference
measurements were performed by registering the cluster ion
H+(pyridine)(H2O)11 signal at regular intervals during the
experiments to ensure that the reactant gas pressure was
constant. For each measurement, a corresponding background
measurement was collected with an empty collision cell.
Reagents used in the experiments were H2O (no. 95270 for
HPLC, Fluka), pyridine (99.5%, BDH Chemicals Ltd.), NH3
(99.96%, AGA), and 25% NH3 (aq) (pro analysi, Merck).

■ COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The quantum chemical study included localization of minimum
energy structures of isomeric H+(NH3)(pyridine)(H2O)n with
n = 1−4 and calculation of the corresponding electronic
energies and Gibbs free energies. Two sets of geometries were
investigated: one with the proton located at the pyridine
molecule (pyridinium ion) and one with an ammonium core
ion, i.e., (NH3)(pyridineH

+)(H2O)n and (NH4
+)(pyridine)-

(H2O)n, respectively. The calculations were performed using
the quantum chemistry programs Gaussian09,21 CP2K,22

Turbomole,23,24 and Spartan.25

Initial conformational sampling was done using a script
described by Ortega et al.26 The script uses single molecule

geometries (given as input) as building blocks to generate a
desired number of geometries containing the given number of
molecules. The generation of geometries is random within the
limits of cluster definitions: the generated configurations are
always true clusters according to the Stillinger criterion,27 i.e.,
each molecule has at least one neighbor within a predefined
radius. Each configuration is checked for uniqueness to avoid
calculating the same structure more than once. The script then
calculates single point energies for each configuration using the
CP2K program and picks a given number of lowest energy
geometries. For each value of n (from one to four), we created
10 000 (NH3)(pyridineH

+)(H2O)n configurations, calculated
the energies with DFTB,28 and picked the 50 with the lowest
energy. Finally, all configurations were subjected to visual
inspection. For each value of n, several geometries were picked
as initial geometries for further calculation based on the
number and types of hydrogen bonds in the cluster as well as
the arrangement of the molecules within the cluster. Since
protonated pyridine, H2O and NH3 were used as the building
blocks during the initial conformational sampling (based on the
higher gas-phase PA of pyridine), and since the DFTB
optimization did not result in any proton transfers between
the protonated pyridine and ammonia, additional geometries
were also constructed by hand to represent initial geometries
for the higher level calculation clusters.
The so selected initial geometries were then optimized with

Gaussian09 employing the widely used hybrid density func-
tional B3LYP29 with a 6-31G++(2df,2pd) basis set.30,31 Single-
point energies for the optimized geometries were calculated
using Turbomole 6.3 employing F12 explicitly correlated
second order Møller−Plesset theory with resolution of the
identity (RI) approximation, RI-MP2-F12.32,33 The basis set
used was cc-pVDZ-F12, and this basis set was also used for the
auxiliary basis set (for which the alias cc-pVDZ-F12 points to
the aug-cc-pwCVTZ cbas basis set) and for the complementary
auxiliary basis set34,35 (for cbas, see refs 36 and 37; for cabs, see
ref 38). With the F12 method, we are able to get close to the
basis set limit even with a relatively small basis set such as cc-
pVDZ-F12.39 Finally, the Gaussian09 program employing the
B3LYP/6-31G++(2df,2pd) method were used to calculate
thermal corrections to the Gibbs free energy at 298.15 K and 1
atm reference pressure, as well as to probe the proton transfer
energy barrier by performing a relaxed scan of the proton
transfer from protonated pyridine to NH3 and from NH4

+ to
pyridine in a H+(pyridine)(NH3)(H2O)3 cluster. In the relaxed
scan, the cluster geometry is optimized after each step and only
the scanned parameter, in this case the distance of the proton
from its initial position, is kept constant in each geometry step.
The geometry chosen for proton transfer from protonated
pyridine to NH3 was the only local minimum geometry found
in which a (NH3)(pyridineH

+)(H2O)3 cluster had the NH3
molecule situated between the H2O molecules and the
protonated pyridine molecule. The geometry chosen for the
proton transfer from NH4

+ to pyridine was the global minimum
geometry for a (NH4

+)(pyridine)(H2O)3. The relaxed scans
started from these optimized geometries, and the distance
between the proton and the initial cation was increased by
0.035 Å during a total of 18 steps.

Binding energies for both (pyridineH+)(NH3)(H2O)n and
(pyridine)(NH4

+)(H2O)n were calculated with respect to the
lowest-energy configuration (with and without Gibbs free
energy correction) of the isolated gas-phase monomers:
H+(pyridine), NH3, and H2O.
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■ EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows a typical abundance mass spectrum (QTOF)
obtained from an aqueous solution of 30 mM NH3 and 2.5 mM

pyridine. The spectrum contains signals resulting from the
c l u s t e r s H+(NH3)(H2O) n , H+(py r i d ine)(H2O) n ,
H+(pyridine)2(H2O)n, and H+(NH3)(pyridine)(H2O)n. Other
clusters are also present but are omitted for clarity. In
agreement with previous studies,3,40,41 magic number clusters
are observed for H+(NH3)(H2O)n with n = 18, 20, and 27 and
are followed by peaks of lower intensity. For H+(pyridine)-
(H2O)n and H+(pyridine)2(H2O)n, no obvious magic numbers
can be discerned, in agreement with our recently published
study.2 Clusters containing both ammonia and pyridine,
H+(NH3)(pyridine)(H2O)n, show magic numbers for n = 18,
20, and 27, i.e., for the same number of water molecules as the
H+(NH3)(H2O)n clusters. In addition, the peak for n = 22 also
shows enhanced abundance. Also included in Figure 1 is an
abundance spectrum for H+(NH3)2(H2O)n clusters obtained
from a 1.54 M NH3 solution. Also for these clusters, magic
numbers are found for n = 20, 22, and 27 in agreement with the
studies by Schmidt et al. and Shinohara et al.40−42 We need to
emphasize that, while the overall envelope of the observed
distributions are sensitive to the operating parameters, the
positions of local maximum and minimum abundances, and
thereby the magic numbers, are not.
Figure 2 shows the relative amount of evaporation of one

water molecule from H+(NH3)(pyridine)(H2O)n clusters as a
function of cluster size during passage from the quadrupole to
the detector; the corresponding time window is 148 μs for n =
1 and 161 μs for n = 27. The general trend is that evaporation
increases with cluster size, in agreement with previous studies
for H+(H2O)n, H+(NH3)(H2O)n, and H+(pyridine)m(H2O)n
with m = 1−3.2,3 Evaporation of one H2O is suppressed for the
magic number clusters, n = 18, 20, and 27, and enhanced for
the preceding clusters, n = 19 and 21. In addition, evaporation
is suppressed for n = 8, 11, and 22 (although more weakly for
the former two), also in accord with the abundance spectrum.
Evaporation of ammonia and pyridine is almost absent for all
cluster sizes (less than 0.1% for ammonia and less than 0.01%
for pyridine).

The measured branching ratios for reaction with NH3 can be
seen in Figure 3a−d for the clusters H+(H2O)n, H

+(pyridine)-
(H2O)n, H+(pyridine)2(H2O)n, and H+(NH3)(pyridine)-
(H2O)n for n = 16−27. In Figure 3e−f, the corresponding
branching ratios are shown corrected for evaporation of water
prior to reaction (the correction procedure is described by
Ryding et al.;43 see the Supporting Information for a graphical
illustration of the corrections made). The collision energy in
the center-of-mass frame (ECOM) was in all cases 8 kJ mol−1.
For all cluster ions, the loss of pyridine upon reaction with NH3
is negligible (less than 0.016% and not included in the figure).
Instead, NH3 is incorporated into the cluster, and essentially,
only water molecules evaporate.

As seen in Figure 3e, the reaction of H+(H2O)n mainly
results in pick-up of NH3 and subsequent loss of two or three
H2O. The branching ratios are significantly enhanced for
reaction channels leading to the magic cluster ion H+(NH3)-
(H2O)20, for example, both H+(H2O)22 and H+(H2O)23 mainly
give H+(NH3)(H2O)20 upon reaction with ammonia. However,
we notice that, even though the cluster H+(NH3)(H2O)18 is
somewhat pronounced in Figure 1, no indication of a particular
preference for its formation from any H+(H2O)n + NH3 can be
seen in the branching ratios in Figure 3e.
From Figure 3b−c,f−g, it is evident that the reactions

between ammonia and the clusters H+(pyridine)(H2O)n and
H+(pyridine)2(H2O)n have almost identical size dependence
regarding the number of water molecules lost in the reaction.
The formation of H+(NH3)(pyridine)m(H2O)n−1 is significant
for 16 < n < 20. This is also seen for n < 16 in a recently
publ i shed paper . 4 3 The product ion H+(NH3)-
(pyridine)m(H2O)n−2 is the main product for both of the
cluster types, H+(pyridine)(H2O)n and H+(pyridine)2(H2O)n,
in the present size range n = 16−27. It is also the main product
for all n below 16 as previously reported.43 However,
exceptionally high branching rations are found for reaction
channels producing H+(NH3)(pyridine)m(H2O)18, H

+(NH3)-
(pyridine)m(H2O)20, and H+(NH3)(pyridine)m(H2O)22, i.e., for
the channels producing the magic numbers found in Figures 1
and 2.
For H+(NH3)(pyridine)(H2O)n (n = 16−27) reacting with

NH3, the incorporation of NH3 is followed by the loss of one or
two H2O as seen in Figure 3d,h. This is in agreement with
observations of the same reaction for smaller cluster ions of this
type (n ≤ 15).43 Furthermore, we note that reaction channels
producing H+(NH3)2(pyridine)(H2O)18, H

+(NH3)2(pyridine)-

Figure 1. Abundance spectrum obtained from a solution with 30 mM
NH3 and 2.5 mM pyridine. Integer numbers in the figure correspond
to the number of water molecules in the cluster. The signal intensity
for clusters H+(NH3)(pyridine)(H2O)n, H+(pyridine)(H2O)n, and
H+(pyridine)2(H2O)n have been multiplied by 9, 1.5, and 4,
respectively. The abundance spectrum for H+(NH3)2(H2O)n was
obtained in a separate measurement from a 1.54 M NH3 solution.

Figure 2. Intensity of the signal resulting from evaporation of one
water molecule from H+(NH3)(pyridine)(H2O)n during flight through
an empty collision cell.
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(H2O)20, and H+(NH3)2(pyridine)(H2O)22 all have very high
branching ratios.

■ COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
The geometries of the clusters of lowest Gibbs energy are
shown in Figure 4. Separation energies and separation standard
state Gibbs energies (T = 298.15 K, P = 1 atm) for the
minimum energy structures found for the clusters (NH3)-
(pyridineH+)(H2O)n and (NH4

+)(pyridine)(H2O)n, respec-
tively, are given in Figure 5 (data given in Supporting
Information, Table S1). Taken together, the results show
that, in the cluster having one water molecule, n = 1, the extra
proton is preferably attached to pyridine, whereas for n = 3 or
4, it clearly prefers ammonia, thus having the (H2O)n(NH4

+)-
(pyridine) structure. For clusters containing two water
molecules, protonation at ammonia is preferred, but the
Gibbs energy of the pyridine protonated form is only 4 kJ
mol−1 higher. If this value is taken literally, it means that both

forms are significantly populated at all relevant temperatures; it
probably also implies effective proton mobility between the two
nitrogen sites. Local minimum-energy cluster-structures of the
type (NH3)(pyridineH

+)(H2O)3−4 were also found but are of
higher relative energy.
As can be seen from Figure 4, the ammonium moiety of

(pyridine)(NH4
+)(H2O)2−4 forms a direct hydrogen bond to

Figure 3. Branching ratios for the reactions of H+(pyridine)m(H2O)n
(m = 0−2) and H+(NH3)(pyridine)(H2O)n with NH3 at ECOM = 8
kJmol−1. The number of water molecules, n, in the parent cluster ion is
indicated for the reaction channels with particularly high branching
ratios. Error bars representing one standard deviation due to count
statistics are included for all data points in panels a−d.

Figure 4. Geometries of the clusters of lowest Gibbs energy.

Figure 5. Separation energies, ΔE, and separation Gibbs energies (T =
298.15 K, P = 1 atm), ΔG, with respect to complete dissociation into
the isolated molecular components for H+(NH3)(pyridine)(H2O)n
clusters with pyridinium and ammonium core ions, respectively. The
reference molecular components are in all cases water, ammonia, and
protonated pyridine.
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the nitrogen of pyridine. In (pyridineH+)(H2O)(NH3), the
pyridinium and the NH3 both form hydrogen bonds to the
intermediate H2O molecule. In our simulations, if water
molecules were initially positioned between an ammonium
molecule and a pyridine molecule, the proton transferred
spontaneously from ammonia to pyridine during geometry
optimization, and the end result would be a pyridinium core.
Interestingly, however, if the initial configuration has its
pyridinium-hydrogen bridging to ammonia, the occurrence or
nonoccurrence of spontaneous proton transfer depends on the
degree of water solvation at the ammonia molecule. For
example, an ammonia molecule initially forming hydrogen
bonds to three water molecules does attract the proton, while
an ammonia molecule only involved in hydrogen bonding to
one water or group of waters (the other two positions being
free) do not. These two situations are illustrated in Figure 6.

The upper panel shows a simulation of proton transfer from
pyridine to ammonia starting from [pyridineH+···NH2−H···−
OH2···(OH2)2], while the lower panel shows proton transfer
from ammonia to pyridine starting from [pyridine···+H−
NH3···(OH2)3]. The initial geometries for the two simulations,
as well as the geometries for the step 15 of proton transfer from
pyridinium to ammonia and the final step (step 18) of proton
transfer from ammonium to pyridine, are shown in Figure 7.

The barrier height for the transfer from pyridinium to ammonia
is 6 kJ mol−1 and the two minima, having pyridinium and
ammonium cores, respectively, are almost equal in energy with
pyridinium being slightly more energetically favorable. The
energy difference is negligible, being only 0.1 kJ mol−1. In any
case, this barrier is too low to significantly hinder proton
motion at any relevant temperature. In summary, the
preference of ammonium rather than pyridinium cores in the
larger clusters is intimately connected to efficient solvation of
the former. For pyridinium, there is only one site for hydrogen
bond donation; in ammonium, there are four.
Our calculations do not indicate magic number behavior in

cluster stabilities for clusters containing only 1−4 H2O
molecules.

■ DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Pure protonated water clusters, H+(H2O)n, tend to give away
two or three water molecules in approximately equal abundance
upon reaction with ammonia (Figure 3). This corresponds to
the release of approximately 60 kJ mol−1, if one roughly
accounts for three broken hydrogen bonds. If one or two
pyridine molecules are present in protonated water clusters, the
typical loss is two water molecules, corresponding to a release
of 40 kJ mol−1. Protonated water clusters containing both
ammonia and pyridine favor loss of one water molecule upon
the addition of ammonia, indicating almost thermoneutral
reactions.

Figure 6. Result of the B3LYP/6-31G++(2df,2pd) relaxed scan (a
total of 18 steps) for proton transfer in isomeric (NH3)(H

+)-
(pyridine)(H2O)3 clusters. For each step, the distance between the
proton and the starting position was increased by 0.035 Å and the
geometry was then fully optimized keeping this distance constant: (a)
transfer from pyridinium to ammonia, and (b) transfer from
ammonium to pyridine.

Figure 7. Geometries for the B3LYP/6-31G++(2df,2pd) relaxed scan
for proton transfer in isomeric (NH3)(H

+)(pyridine)(H2O)3 clusters.
(a) Step 0 shows the initial geometry from which the relaxed scan in
question was started. Step 15 shows the geometry of the local minima
(which can be seen in Figure 6a) for the proton transfer from
pyridinium to ammonia. (b) Step 18 shows the geometry of the final
step of the relaxed scan for the proton transfer from ammonium to
pyridine (Figure 6b).
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In experiments in which the reactivity of water-containing
c l u s t e r s ( H + (H 2O ) n , H + ( NH 3 ) ( H 2O ) n , a n d
H+(pyridine)m(H2O)n, m = 1−3) with D2O was investigated,
one water molecule is typically lost subsequent to the addition
of the heavy water molecule.2,3,44 This is easily understood on
the basis of thermochemistry since the reaction energy for
H+(H2O)n + D2O → H+(D2O)(H2O)n + H2O is practically
zero, owing to the identical number of O−H and O−D bonds
on reactant and product sides. The 60 kJ mol−1 higher energy
that is released in the reaction with ammonia can be accounted
for by assuming that the proton ends up on ammonia. The
exact energy associated with this process does of course depend
upon cluster size and the degree of ion hydration. It is relevant
that the difference in PA between H2O and NH3 is 163 kJ
mol−1 in the isolated gas phase, while it is only 52 kJ mol−1 in
bulk water.45 The latter value, corresponding to the expected
asymptotic value for very large clusters, is seen to be in good
accord with our rather primitive estimate.
The proton affinity of pyridine in the isolated gas phase is 76

kJ mol−1 higher than that of ammonia,46 while in aqueous
solution, it is 22 kJ mol−1 lower.45 Now, assuming that the
proton is attached to pyridine in H+(pyridine)(H2O)n, as
indicated in earlier work,2 and transferred to the picked-up
ammonia, this may account for the lower tendency for loss of
three vs two water molecules compared to pure water clusters.
As seen for H+(pyridine)2(H2O)n, a second pyridine present
does not result in any significant difference in the ratio
[−3H2O]/[−2H2O].
It is highly significant that adding ammonia to clusters that

already contain ammonia, H+(NH3)(pyridine)(H2O)n, results
in a weakly exothermic reaction, evident from the tendency of
losing only one and, to a lesser extent, two water molecules.
This fact is consistent with the proton being already attached to
the NH3, in full accord with our quantum chemical calculations.
On the basis of these considerations, it appears safe to

conclude that protonated water clusters containing one
ammonia and one pyridine molecule have the general formula
(pyridine)(NH4

+)(H2O)n, stabilized by hydration of the
ammonium core. A possible exception is n = 1. For small
clusters (except n = 1), our quantum chemical calculations
indicate that the pyridine is in contact with the ammonium ion
core via a hydrogen bond, although this is not necessarily the
case for larger clusters. From a previous study, it is known that
protonated mixed ammonia/water clusters always have a NH4

+

core with water and ammonia competing on an almost equal
footing for the positions in the first solvation shell.47 It is also
known that, with the exception of the nitrogen site, the pyridine
molecule interacts weakly with water molecules in
H+(pyridine)m(H2O)n clusters and will reside in the periphery
of a water cluster.2

Not the least, this study reveals very interesting information
on magic numbers. Both the reactivity data and the evaporation
data are consistent in showing that ions of the general formula
H+(NH3)l(pyridine)m(H2O)n demonstrate particularly high
stability relevant to their nearest neighbors for n = 20. This
feature is evident for all clusters containing ammonia and is
noticeably absent for H+(pyridine)m(H2O)n, i.e., clusters not
containing ammonia. We consider this observation in light of
our well-supported hypothesis that protonated water clusters
containing ammonia have a common NH4

+ core. The
ammonium core appears to function as a template in
structuring the surrounding waters, giving rise to a common
NH4

+(H2O)n motif seen most clearly for n = 20 but also for n =

18, 22, and 27. In the case of H+(NH3)(H2O)n, this is a well-
known phenomenon.3,16,42,48 On this basis, the remaining
question is how the remaining pyridine and ammonia
molecules bind to the indicated NH4

+(H2O)n structural motif.
On the basis of a reactivity study and a spectroscopic study, it

has been inferred that the NH4
+ ion in a NH4

+(H2O)20 cluster
is found at the surface, perhaps with one dangling N−H
bond,42,48 while one computational study suggests that the
NH4

+ ion is located in the cluster center but that its position is
temperature dependent.16 If NH4

+ is situated at the cluster
surface, it may provide a ligand binding without altering the
cluster structure. Schmidt et al.42 suggested that the two
ammonia molecules in H+(NH3)2(H2O)20 are bonded together
by a proton bond bridge, thus corresponding to NH4

+(H2O)20
with NH3 dangling outside the cluster by means of a hydrogen
bond to NH4

+. It seems likely that pyridine behaves in the same
manner, and one may envisage a general situation with a
NH4

+(H2O)n core having tag-along pyridine and ammonia
molecules attached to the cluster surface. Also in
H+(pyridine)m(H2O)n clusters, not containing ammonia, it
seems most likely that the pyridines will be in surface positions
due to the large hydrophobic part of the molecule. In these
clusters, the proton will be at one of the pyridine molecules,
while the other will be unprotonated.2 It is interesting that, in
reactions between clusters containing two pyridine molecules,
we observe water loss upon the addition of ammonia but
essentially no pyridine loss, indicating that pyridine is more
strongly bonded than water. This is also in good qualitative
agreement with the observations made by Viggiano et al.49 that
pyridine adds efficiently to H+(NH3)m(H2O)n (m + n ≤ 5)
clusters, which is followed by evaporation of water and
ammonia.
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